
THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION AND THE END OF SLAVERY IN

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

It applied only to states that had seceded from the United States, leaving Although the Emancipation Proclamation did
not end slavery in the nation, of Americans and fundamentally transformed the character of the war.

After a string of military victories in the early months of , Northern armies suffered demoralizing reverses in
July and August. Martin, and Orleans, including the city of New Orleans , Mississippi, Alabama, Florida,
Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia except the forty-eight counties designated as West
Virginia, and also the counties of Berkeley, Accomac, Morthhampton, Elizabeth City, York, Princess Anne,
and Norfolk, including the cities of Norfolk and Portsmouth , and which excepted parts are for the present left
precisely as if this proclamation were not issued. When it took effect in January , the Emancipation
Proclamation freed 3. Further information: Slave states and free states Abraham Lincoln The United States
Constitution of did not use the word "slavery" but included several provisions about unfree persons. Lincoln
made no such offer of freedom to the border states. The way he explained the Proclamation made it acceptable
to much of the Union army. Fact 8: The Emancipation Proclamation paved the way for African-Americans to
fight for their freedom. Coverage The Proclamation applied in the ten states that were still in rebellion in , and
thus did not cover the nearly , slaves in the slave-holding border states Missouri, Kentucky, Maryland or
Delaware which were Union states. If it restrained him from alienating proslavery Unionists, it also
empowered him to seize enemy property used to wage war against the United States. The Proclamation
provided the legal framework for the emancipation of nearly all four million slaves as the Union armies
advanced, and committed the Union to ending slavery, which was a controversial decision even in the North.
On July 22, Lincoln presented it to his entire cabinet as something he had determined to do and he asked their
opinion on wording. The Proclamation was issued in two parts. Late in , Lincoln asked his Attorney General,
Edward Bates , for an opinion as to whether slaves freed through a war-related proclamation of emancipation
could be re-enslaved once the war was over. Although implicitly granted authority by Congress, Lincoln used
his powers as Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy, "as a necessary war measure" as the basis of the
proclamation, rather than the equivalent of a statute enacted by Congress or a constitutional amendment. Even
if a foreign government wanted to intervene on behalf of the South, its population might object. Douglas as a
solution to the slavery controversy, while completing the effort first legislatively proposed by Thomas
Jefferson in to confine slavery within the borders of existing states. They chose to disregard it, and I made the
peremptory proclamation on what appeared to me to be a military necessity. With other records, the volume
containing the Emancipation Proclamation was transferred in from the Department of State to the National
Archives of the United States. President Lincoln had first proposed the Emancipation Proclamation to his
Cabinet in July , but Secretary of State William Seward suggested waiting for a Union victory so that the
government could prove that it could enforce the Proclamation. When Lincoln indicated he wanted to issue a
proclamation of freedom to his cabinet in mid, they convinced him he had to wait until the Union achieved a
significant military success. In March Congress enacted a new article of war forbidding army officers to return
fugitive slaves to their masters. Nast believed in equal opportunity and equality for all people, including
enslaved Africans or free blacks.


